
Voice Scans
As a NES Health practitioner, you can choose to use voice assessments or not, leaving you in full control. For existing
practitioners at the time this feature is released, this option is NOT turned on for your clients unless YOU choose to turn it on.

If you wish to use this feature with clients, you can choose to turn it on for ALL clients, or for INDIVIDUAL clients.

When you click on “Clients” in your navigation, you will see a radio button that says: “Enable BWS Voice Scan for all clients”
– select this button and all clients will have the option to do voice scans.

If you prefer to turn it on for individual clients, open a client profile and scroll down to Client Scans. You will see a button that
says: “Enable BWS Voice Scan.” Just click this to turn on the feature for that client.

Now when a client clicks “Scans,” she will see a “BWS Voice Scan” button. (You’ll see the same option under Scans as a
practitioner.) By clicking this, she’ll be asked to provide access to her device’s microphone, which she must allow. She’ll now
have an opportunity to record her voice, which is ideally done in a quiet environment. After 10 seconds of recording, where
she can simply count or recite the alphabet, an assessment will be sent directly to you, the practitioner.



Please note that Biosync is NOT NEEDED for this process. It is all done inside the Portal and is very easy to accomplish,
as long as someone has a working microphone in the computer or in their headphones.

Voice scans are equivalent to using our traditional scanner, so if you do either a voice scan or hand scan, you will not be
able to do another scan – either by voice or scanner – for 5 days in that account.


